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The Artists’ Suites
Pietrasanta, Tuscany

Stylish dècor, absolute luxury and in a glorious location, The Artists’ Suites 
in Pietrasanta are quite a magical place to stay be it as part of a tailor made 
tour or as a long weekend destination. 

In a magical position on Piazza del 
Duomo, The Artists’ Suites offer the 
most delightful and engaging place 
to stay in Pietrasanta. With just three 
suites and three double bedrooms, 
guests can enjoy a glorious, private 
and utterly comfortable place to stay in 
Pietrasanta - the world famed (yet little 
unknown) city of marble and sculpture.

Each suite and double bedroom is 
spacious, elegant and beautifully 
appointed. Neutral, relaxing colours, 
high quality furnishings and inviting, 
spacious bathrooms/shower rooms 
ensure an extremely high level of 
comfort, tasteful design and intimacy. 
The large windows, high ceilings and 
wooden parquet flooring give a feeling 
of light and space, quality Italian linens 
and toiletries evoke a truly genuine 
experience whilst the enchanting 
communal living room with comfy 
sofas, fireplace and books adds an 
additional feeling of warmth, relaxation 
and sense of being ‘at home’.

Each of the suites and rooms is 
dedicated to a particular artist with 
Suite Leone being the jewel in the crown 
with views on one side to the Piazza and 
on the other to Via Mazzini (otherwise 
known as Via di Mezzo). The interiors 
throughout have been tastefully blended 
using various shades of grey, white 
and black interspersed with colourful 
cushions, interesting artwork and 
interesting ‘objets d’art.’

Breakfast is a real highlight at The 
Artists’ Suites! Bar and Pasticceria 
Duomo has been nominated awards in 
Gambero Rosso and for guests staying 
in The Artists’ Suites there is a real 
treat in store in the morning! Sitting 
outside in the piazza with an array of 
scrumptious freshly made pasticceria 
and strong Italian espresso is certainly 
a great way to start the day before 
exploring the delights of Pietrasanta. In 
the evening, back at Bar Duomo, guests 
can soak up the enchanting atmosphere 
with an aperitivo accompanied by 
tasty ‘canapès’ and watch the world 

go by. In the summer, one can relish 
relaxing here on a warm, balmy evening 
beneath the starlit sky and the buzz 
of energy as Italians walk the talk and 
stroll the streets and in the winter, what 
better than sitting ‘al fresco’ on a crisp, 
clear day and taking in the dolce vita 
atmosphere. 

Walk out the door of your stylish and 
comfortable abode, after your veritable 
breakfast treats, and there is  heaps to 
discover and explore. Visitors can enjoy  
prestigious boutiques and ateliers, 
private sculpture laboratories, modern 
art exhibitions, frescoes by Botero, four 
by four adventures amidst the marble 
clad Apuan Alps (007 here we come!) 
or maybe a visit to chic Forte di Marmi 
with its glamorous designer shops.

The Artists’ Suites at Pietrasanta really 
is a very special and memorable place 
to stay be it for a long weekend or as 
part of a tailor made tour through Italy. 
Stylish yet unspoilt, sophisticated but 
still genuine, relaxed yet interesting, 

Stylish yet unspoilt, 
sophisticated but  

still genuine
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and a charming jewel where 
Michelangelo relished much of his time 
and where others have followed in his 
footsteps. 

Information
Service: Bed & Breakfast 

Accommodation
Three Suites and Three Double 
Bedrooms comprising:
• Castuccio Castracani Suite overlooking 

Piazza del Duomo
• Leone X Suite overlooking Piazza del 

Duomo & Via Mazzini
• Michelangelo Suite
• Giosue Carducci Double Room
• Gabriele d’Annunzio Double Room
• Guiscardo Pietrasanta Double Room
•  Each of the suites enjoys a bathroom with 

standing bath and large walk in shower 
whilst the rooms enjoy large walk in shower 
only) 

General
• Large communal living room
• Individually controlled air con/heating
• WiFi
• TV/Kettle/Mineral water/Herbal teas in all 

rooms.

Transport
• Train station 5 mins walk
• Pisa airport 25 mins

 
Local Interest
• Pietrasanta
• Apuan Alps
• Forte di Marmi
• Lucca
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